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What is the 'end point' for evolution? (Page 1) - Evolution Ask a Biologist Q&A
The first great mass extinction million years ago, called the
First Event, destroyed 90% of life on earth. The Second Event,
65 million years ago, wiped out.
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Being Discussed Now The 'golden age' of Arabic science 4 A new
home 2 The meaning of life, the universe and all that 4 A new
and sharper view on the cosmos 1 Messenger reaches its
destination 2 A roadmap for wildlife 2 Altruism or
incompetence? Who knows where we are headed? This is rarely a
problem in hunter-gatherer cultures.
IagreethatmoderntechnologyhasallowedHomosapienslargelytoescapefro
Please consider upgrading your browser software or enabling
style sheets CSS if you are able to do so. However, the
species may have periods of stasis in its history,
interspersed with the periods of evolutionary change, and may
also diverge into multiple branches daughter species of the
original mother species, if you like that may well not go
extinct simultaneously. There are example of people that are
immune to HIV, that shows that The End of Evolution vary part
is still working.
Itmakessensewhydoweneedtocarrybodyhairtodayarelivingstandardshave
consequence of our incessant innovating is that it has led us
inevitably, paradoxically, irrevocably, to invent a world for
which we are altogether ill fit. Eventually, they evolved into
giraffes.
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